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To THE Honorable the President and Board of Trustees of

THE College of New Jersey.-

I have the honor to transmit herewith the PalceontologicalReport

of the College ScientificExpedition of 1877.

The fossils collected by the Palceontologicalparty, and deposited by the

chief of the expedition in the Geological Museum, consisted of two sets, one

numbering some two thousand specimens of fossilpiants and insects from

the tertiary beds of Central Colorado, the other of a considerable series of

fossil vertebrates, mostly mammals, from the tertiary beds 0/ Wyoming

Territory, around Fort Bridger. This last collection has been studied and

worked out with unabated zeal and diligence by the three post-graduate

members of the Palceontologicalparty, Messrs, H. Osborn, IV, Scott, and

F, Speir, who devoted most of the time of their course to this specialwork^

7vith what success this Report will show.

It will be a source of gratification to the generous friends of the Col-

lege,who furnished means for the ScientificExpedition of 1877, that it not

only enriched our Museum to so great an extent, but did more still by

fostering in our College a thorough study of Palceontology,which could

not have been undertaken without such means as these thus placed at the

disposal of our students.

The fossil insects and plants have been intrusted to the hands of the

best specialistsfor determination. Dr. S. Scudder, of Cambridge, Mass,,

has kindly consented to revise the insects. Prof, G, L, Lequereux the plants.

Very Respectfully,

A, GUYOT,

,
Director o/ the E. M. Museum of Geology and ArchMology,

Digitized by



Princeton, June i, 1878.

Sir : We transmit herewith our report upon the Palseontological collec-tions

made by the Princeton party in the summer of 1877.

The following persons constituted the Palxontological division : Rollin H.

Lynde, Henry F. Osborn, Jotham Potter, Wm. B. Scott, Francis Speir, Jr.

The division remained in Colorado from the first of July until the first of

August, when, under the direction of Professor Karg^, it left the main party,

and passed the month of August in Wyoming, returning in the first part of

September. The Colorado collections were mostly made in the (probable)

Miocene beds near Florissant, and in the beds near the Garden of the Gods,

variously referred to the Dakota and Wealden groups. In Wyoming, with

Fort Bridger as a base of explorations, the division was wholly occupied in

the Bridger series, camping successively on Smith's Fork, Henry's Fork, and

Dry Creek, and exploring the beds adjacent.

It has been our endeavor, in confining our attention to the remains of

vertebrated animals collected during the trip, not merely to catalogue the direct

results, but, by the aid of fresh materials, to supplement the work of others.

For, of the descriptions and data of the Bridger Eocene Fauna published up

to the present time, we find that even those which have been most accurately

prepared are lacking in important details ; and that, owing to imp"erfect mate*

rials, large gaps yet remain in our knowledge of genera and species named

and classed years ago. Although such supplementary work may appear, at first

sight, tedious and ill-directed, we are confident that in the end it will prove of

some value to science, and that it is therefore well worthy of our effort. While

our field work did not extend beyond a region previously well explored, we

obtained material by means of which we are able to add a number of new

ossils to the Eocene Fauna of the Bridger group.

In the preparation of this report we have experienced much difficulty in

assigning some of our specimens to their proper genera and species. For,

while we have desired to respect the classifications made by others, we have

in many cases found it impossible to do so, owing to uncharacteristic definition,

which, without doubt, has been unavoidable. In all cases of uncertainty, we

have adopted the classification which appeared to be the best established.

This, in short, has proved the only available course.

The drawings have been executed with much care as to accuracy of pro-portion

and outline. They are, with one exception, the work of a member of





I.

ON THE SKULL OF THE EOCENE RHINOCEROS,

ORTHOCYNODON, AND THE RELATION OF THIS

GENUS TO OTHER MEMBERS OF THE GROUP.

W. B. SCOTT,

HENRY F. OSBORN.

PART I." ORTHOCYNODON.

The skull of Orthocynodon was discovered in 1878 by one of

the Princeton parties in the Bridger Beds of the Middle Eocene

of Wyoming Territory. The exposure is what is known as the

Washakie Basin of the Bitter Creek country. The beds were

fully identified by the presence of Palceosyops and Achcejwdoyiy

and by the fact that overlying them were numerous remains of

the Dinocerata, Fragments of the appendicular skeleton were

also obtained, but cannot be attributed to Orthocynodo7i with

any certainty. An account of this animal was first given in the

American Journal of Science and Arts, September, 1882.

Our conclusions, which are more fully given later in a discus-sion

of. the derivation of the Rhinoceros, are that Orthocynodon^

showing relationship intermediate between Hyrachyus and Amy-
nodon * of the Upper Eocene, is the earliest member of the Rhi-noceros

group thus far known. This relationship is indicated by
all the principal characters of the teeth and skull. This genus

differs from Amynodon principally in the canine teeth, which are

erect instead of procumbent and in the pattern of the premolars.
But the resemblances of these two genera to each other, and

the characters in which they both differ from the Hyracodontidce^

on the one hand, and the Rhinoccridce, on the other, justify our

placing them in a new family, the Amynodontidce,

' We are indebted to Professor Marsh for allowing us to thoroughly examine

the skull of Amynodon in his collection. The exposure of the mastoid portion of

the periotic was a point of particular interest, which it was impossible to decide

positively owing to the advanced age of the skull. The appearance of the bones,

however, indicated a small exposure.



AMYNODONTIDiE, Fam. Nov.

Rhinoceros-like animals ; as far as yet known confined to the

Middle and Upper Eocene ; hornless ; post-glenoidand post-tym-panic

processes do not unite below the auditory meatus ; a small

exposure of the mastoid portion of the perioticon the side of

the skull; no post-cotyloidprocess on the mandible ; canines and

incisors present and functional in both jaws; lateral incisors

usuallyabsent ; pattern of the first three upper premolars unlike

the molars ; pattern of the molars like that of the Rhinoceros,
but with the transverse crests simple ; probably four toes in

front, three behind.

Genera,

Amynodon,' Marsh. Generic characters : lower canines pro-cumbent,
incisors two on each side above and below, the pat-tern

of the premolars throughout unlike that of the molars.

Orthocynodon,' Scott and Osborn. Generic characters:

lower canines erect, the third upper premolar has a low posterior
crest, two incisors on each side (the lateral apparently absent),
the fourth upper premolar has distinctlythe molar pattern of

anterior and posterior crests.

Ortkocynodon antiquus. Specificcharacters : accessory ridges
on first upper molars only,posterior crests on third upper pre-molars

low, canines trihedral and slightlyrecurved,

THE SKULL OF ORTHOCYNODON.

The skull (PlateV) in the Princeton collection lacks the for-ward

portions of the nasal and maxillary bones, so that the

characters of the nasals can only be conjectured ; all the upper
teeth anterior to the third premolar are also wanting. A mass

of matrix lying over the orbit could not be removed, so that

this portion,although figured,is not positivelyknown, nor is

the positionof the lachrymals ascertained. The upper portion
of the occiput and the basal region of the skull are also some-what

imperfectlypreserved. The posterior portion of the jaw,

includingthe angle and condyle,belongs to the rightside of the

skull,while the symphysial portion belongs to the left. The

forward portion of the skull is restored,after a careful study of

the worn surfaces of the lower teeth and of the portions of the

nasal and maxillary bones which remain.

The general character of the skull is slender and elongate

" American Journal of Science and Arts, 3d series, vol. xiv. p. 251.
" Ibid., vol. xxiv. p" 223. Owing to a more perfect exposure of the skull 1

can correct some errors in our first statement.
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with a lightzygoma, extensive temporal fossa and quite a prom-inent

sagittalcrest. At first sight the skull is wholly different

from that of the Rhinoceros, but a closer inspection shows all

the prominent rhinocerotic features in their incipientstages. In

fact, Orthocynodon differs from Rhinoccrus in much the same

manner that all the other Eocene types which have persisted
differ from their descendants. We find a low instead of a high
occiput,a sagittalcrest instead of a flat cranium, a slender man-dibular

ramus and prominent canines.

More in detail,the frontals are short,while the parietalsare

elongated. The brain-case indicates rather a long narrow brain.

The temporal fossa is not as deep as in PalceosyopSybut is exten-sive

; posteriorlyit is bounded by a slightridge at the sides of

the occiput. The sagittalcrest is quite high and thin ; it is

Fig. I. " Restoration of Orthocynodon. (One fifth natural size.)

extended backwards upon the supra-occipitalso as slightlyto

overhang the occiput when the skull is in a horizontal position.
Forwards the crest disappearsin the well-rounded snout, without

passing into supra-orbitalridges. Above the orbits is the fronto-nasal

suture. The skull has an oval section at this portion,and
the nasals begin to rise as in the modern Rhinoceros. The orbit

is small,and there is probably a very slightpost-orbitalprocess ;

the anterior edge of the orbit is over the second molar. The

limits of the lachrymals cannot be ascertained. They undoubt-edly

had a small exposure upon the face. The infra-orbital

foramen is slightlyanterior to the orbit.

The tnaxillaries slope forwards, indicating a narrow upper

jaw ; the horizontal plateas well as the palatinebones are want-ing.

The malars extend to the inferior border of the orbit.



forming a considerablysmaller portion of the face than in the

Rhinoceros. The zygomatic arch is slender as in Aceratheriunty

lacking the robust character which it has in Palceosyops.The
external surface projectsconsiderably beneath the orbit ; pos-terior

to this the arch is slender and narrow in vertical section,

not projectingwidely from the skull. The malar-squamosal
articulation is not very close. The zygomatic border passes
downwards into the heavy post-glenoidprocess. This process is

deep and quite broad, and placed directlybehind the condyle of

the jaw. This is quite different from its lightcharacter and

internal position in Rkinocerus. There is no pre-glenoidborder.
Behind this process is the wide external auditory meatus ; the

distinctive character of this portion of the skull is that the post-

glenoid and post-tympanic processes are quite widely separated
below. Behind the auditory meatus is a triangularsurface com-posed

of portions of the squamosal,the perioticand the ex-occi-pital

bones ; this surface is divided from the temporal fossa by
a low ridge,and it slopes away posteriorlyinto the occiput.
This surface offers a great contrast to the compressed space be-tween

the occiput and the temporal fossa in the Rhinoceros.

The exposure of the mastoid is faintlyoutlined in the restora-tion

(Fig.i). It cannot be traced throughout with certainty
owing to the close forward union with the squamosal. It is,

however, quite as clear as in many of our specimens of Hyraco-
don. The resemblance of this portion of the skull to Hyrachyus
is remarkably close. The squamosal ascends well upwards and

backwards, forming the posteriorportion of the temporal fossa.

The occiput is quite narrow above and broad below; the supra^

occipitalis partiallybroken. The limits of the ex-occipitalsare
clearlydefined; they have similar relations to those in Rhinocerus^

sending down a rather slender par-occipitalprocess which has a

long union with the post-tympanic. The occipitalcondyles are

very convex and projecting; they are largestin vertical diameter

and directed obliquelydownwards and backwards ; their lateral

extension is not very great. The basi-cranial region is not well

defined, and it cannot be ascertained whether there was an ali-

sphenoid canal.

The lower jaw has the typicalungulate character. The chin

is shallow and sloping; the ramus is not very deep; the angle is

very broad and flat,with a much elevated condyle. The sym-physis

is long and oblique. There are apparently two mental

foramina placed beneath the canine-premolar diastema. The

border of the jaw at the diastema is thin. The incisor alveolus

is wanting, but the teeth are held in situ by the matrix ; they
have a nearly erect position. Marking the posterioredge of the

symphysis below is a slightdownward swelling. Behind the

molars the superior border rises rapidly,indicating a lightcoro-
noid process. The condyle is broad and convex ; it has no post-

V

Google.



cotyloidprocess. Beneath it the posteriorborder of the jaw is

recurved. The angle of the jaw is rounded and comparatively
thin, wholly lacking the heavy rugose character of the angle in

Rhinocerus,

Measurements of Skull.

M. M.

Length of mandibular nunus, approxiinate. .36
Depth of "* " bclowVotof

fintmolar 06s
Depth of ramus from top of condyle to lower

border of angle,approximate 175

Length of mandibuuu' fjrmphjrsis,approxi-mate
09

Total length of skull estimated, about 17
inches 44

Height of skull,including lower jaw 23
Width of skull justbelow the orbit" includ-ing

the malars,approximate x6

Length of zygomatic arch from posterior
surface of post glenoid process to malar

maxillary suture 17

Other measurements may be taken from Plate V, which is

executed accurately upon a half scale. *

DENTITION OF ORTHOCYNODON.

Lower Jaw. Incisors, Of the lower incisors our specimen
has three in position,the two median and a lateral of one side.

The alveolus of the jaw is all crumbled and broken so that the

number of the incisor teeth cannot be definitelydetermined. It

certainlywas not less than two, and may have been three, as

there is an abundance of space for an additional tooth between

the second incisor and the canine, the symphysis being con-siderably

broader than in Amynodon^ where the canines and

incisors are closelycrowded together.
The incisors are represented in Plate V, Figs, i and 4. In

the former figurethe left median and the front face of the right
median are both seen ; in Fig.4 the summits of the two median

incisors are seen.

The median incisor is the largerof the two ; in shape its

crown is quite similar to that of the correspondingtooth in the

Tapir,but is smaller and more acute. The upper edge is like

an inverted V, and not a straightline as in the Tapir. From

the apex, which is truncated by attrition,a low ridge runs

obliquelydown the posteriorface of the crown. The cingulum
is very feebly marked in the anterior surface of the tooth, but

is quite stroi^ in its lateral and posteriorsurfaces.
The second incisor,which is too much broken to admit of

accurate description,is separated from the median one by a

narrow space. It has a somewhat everted conical crown. Both

teeth have long,straightand simple fangs.
The lower incisors are not at all like those of Rhinocerus in

either position or shape,being small, acute and nearly erect.

Even in Amynodon the incisors have begun to be very much

more procumbent.
The Canine is a very largetooth ; it stands erect and is even
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slightlyrecurved, one of the most strikingdifferences between

this genus and Antynodon ŵhich has the ** lower canines placed
nearly horizontal." * In the specimen before us the canine is

long,pointed and somewhat everted, so that it stands some-what

outside the line of the molar series. In shape a section

of the crown is somewhat trihedral,with a flat posteriorsur-face

; the other surfaces are slightlyrounded. The upper por-tion
of^he posteriorface is worn bare of its enamel by the action

of the upper canines.

The fang is stout, sub-cylindricaland stronglyrecurved,run-ning

down into the jaw for nearlythe entire length of the sym-physis.

In Amynodon the canine has assumed a shape more character-istic

of the Rhinoceros type, in being more compressed and

having trenchant edges,while in Orthocynodofithe only depart-ure
from the Lophiodont pattern is in the increase in size of the

lower canine.

Premolars. These teeth (Fig.3),four in number, form an un-broken

series as in Hyrachyus, The firstpremolar is separated
from the canine by a long diastema, and is ihserted by two fangs
of nearlyequalsize. Seen from the outer side,the tooth has a

conical crown obscurelydivided into two lobes by a faint ridge
running obliquelydown its outer face. The crown is compressed
and narrow and has its anterior and posterioredges sharp and

trenchant. Internallythe two lobes are more apparent, the

anterior fossa beingvery shallow and the posteriorquite distinct.

The very obscure cingulum is present only in the inner face.

The tooth is very like the firstmilk-molar of Rhinocerus indiciis.

The second premolaris much largerthan the first,and, while

presentingno new elements, approximates more the type of the

molars. The groove separating the external lobes is more

marked, the median internal crest very much more decided, and

the anterior and posterioredges of the crown are raised into

rudimentary crests. As a whole, the tooth is very similar in

construction to the corresponding tooth of Hyrachyus,
The third and fourth premolars show a closer and closer

approximation to the molar pattern ; the lobes being more

clearlydefined,and the posteriorlobe becoming largerthan the

anterior. In the third premolarthe anterior crest is more feeble

than in the molars,but in the fourth (thecrown of this tooth is

somewhat broken) there seems to be no deviation from the

molar type.
The Molars, of which the third is missing from our specimen,

need no especialdescription,being entirelylike those of Accra-

therium^ Hyracodon and Rhinocerus, The only point that

deserves mention is the comparativelysmall size of the anterior

1 Marsh, Amer. Jour.Sci. and Arts, 3d ser., vol. xiv. p. 251.



attention to the fact that in this line of Perissodactylsa further

series of modifications " consists of a successive complication of

the transverse crests." In the American species of Aceratherium

this complicationgoes no further than the formation of a bulge
(ante-crochet,Lydekker) from the anterior crest into the median

valleyin the first and second molars. In the European and

Indian species this bulge is sometimes present; more commonly
a corresponding projection from the posteriortransverse crest

(crochet,Lydekker) into the median valley is found in all the

molars and some of the premolars,as is the case in the living
species of Sumatra, India and Africa. In Orthocynodon the

projectionfrom the anterior crest is present only in the first

molar, the crests of the other two being perfectlysimple.
Another complication found in the recent forms is seen in the

great elevation of the cingulum on the posterior face of the

molars so as to form accessory crests, and when the tooth is

somewhat worn down these are seen to enclose small fossae. This

is seen in a less degree in Aceratherium and Hyracodon, and

the beginnings of it in Orthocynodon, in which form the cingulum
of the first molar shows a prominence at the hinder surface of

the crown. This is not seen in the other molars. Thus in all

respects the firsjmolar shows a closer approximation to the

more recent and complex kinds of teeth than do the others.

The second molar is,as is usual in this group, much the largest
of the series ; it is the typical Rhinoceros molar without any

accessory complications.
The third molar shows some interestingpeculiarities.Prof.

Cope
* has noted that in Aceratherium and the more recent

forms the posteriorcrest is confluent with the external wall of

the tooth, while in Hyracodon the posterior crest is distinct

from the outer wall, which, as in the Lophiodonts, is continued

well back of the posterior crest. In Orthocynodon there is,as

we should naturally expect, a .more primitive condition even

than in Hyracodon ; the outer wall is produced much beyond
the posterior crest, so that a wide and deep fossa is enclosed

between the two. At the posterior angle of the cutting edge
the wall and the crest are connate ; from this point the former

slopesupwards and backwards. (PlateV, Fig.2).
The form of the crown is thus a step towards Hyrachyus as

compared with the Miocene forms.

The molar teeth came into use very much as in Rhinocerus,

The last molar shows no wear at all,while the other two, espe-cially
the first,are very much worn down.

Regarded as a whole, the dentition of Orthocynodon is strictly
intermediate between the Lophiodonts of the Eocene and the

Aceratheria and Hyracodonts of the Miocen^, though, curiously

' Loc. cit.
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enough, it shows a greater specializationof the premolars than

is seen in Amynodon.

Measurements,

Lower Jaw, M. M.

Transverse diameter of median incisor 009

Antero-posterior
** ** ** "

on

Transverse ** ** ad ** 008

Distance between ist and ad incisors 006
" " ad incisor and canine .009

(There was thus abundance of space for

Transverse diameter oi ^di premolar 015
Fore and aft **

"3d **
033

Transverse ** ** ** "

Fore and aft ** ** 4ih **
039

Transverse ** ** ** **
017

Fore and aft ** ^* ist molar 037

a third incisor.} ITiansverse ** " " **
034

Vertical height of crown of ftf""/"^ 035 I Fore and aft ** ** ad **

044
Transverse diameter of crown of canine at Transverse ** ** ** '*

base (approx.) oao

Fore and aft diam.of crown of canine at base .015
upper jaw.

Lenift^ of worn surface, measured from Fore and aft diameter oiyA premolar 019

apex 013
" '" ** ** ** 4th **

02a

Length of diastema between canine and ' Transverse ** ** ** **

033

premolars 040
'

Length of true molar series 104

Length of entire molar series (without last Fore and aft diameter of ist molar 037

molar) 165
Length of premolar series 080

Fore and aft diameter of xsX.premolar 013
Transverse " ** " '*

009
Fore and aft " ** ad **

019

Transverse " " ** **

037
Fore and aft " *' ad **

045

Transverse '* *' *' **
037

Fore and aft ** ** 3d ** oa8

Transverse ** " " **

030

PART II." DERIVATION OF THE RHINOCEROS

GROUP.

The Rhinoceros group is at present represented by three

genera, perhaps four, which are confined to the Oriental and

Ethiopian regions. Formerly, however, it had a much wider

range and was very much richer in genera and species. Remains

of various members of the series have been found all over

Europe, Asia and North America, and the origin of this line

has been pushed further and further back in time by successive

discoveries. The earliest members of the series have been

found in the Upper and Middle Eocene of Utah and Wyoming,
the former deposits yieldingAmynodon^ and the latter Ortho-

cynodon.
The originof the Rhinoceros line from Eocene Tapiroidswas

first suggested by Prof. Marsh,* and has been abundantly con-firmed

by subsequent investigations. Gaudry's* view that

Palaotherium is to be regarded as the ancestral type is beset

with many difficulties,and is sufficientlydisposed of by the fact

that at, or even before, the time when Palceotherium appeared
in Europe unmistakable Rhinoceroses were already living in

America.

In the Lophiodont genus Hyrachyus of the Eocene we have

the common ancestor of no less than four distinct lines of Peris-

sodactyls,two of which, the Rhinoceros and Tapir, are still

' Introd. and Success, of Vert. Life in America, Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, 3d

scr., vol. xiv. p. 361.
* Les Enchatnements du Monde Animal, ch. iii.
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living,and two, the Hyracodon and Diceratherium lines, are

extinct. The discovery of Orthocynodonand Desmatotherium *

throws a great deal of lightupon the relationshipsof these vari-ous

forms, and it is to be hoped that future discoveries will

clear them up perfectly.

THE RHINOCEROS SERIES.

The firststeps of the change from Hyrachyus towards Rhino-

cerus may be inferred from a careful comparison of Hyracodon,
Amynodon and Orthocynodon,thus determiningwhat features are

common to^the three. In this way we can in a measure recon-struct

the common ancestor of these genera, which came one

step further down than Hyrachyus,
The first change seems to have been the transformation of

the molar teeth from the Lophiodont to the Rhinoceros type
by the reduction of the antero-external lobe and greater obliquity
of the transverse crests in the upper molars. In the lower mo-lars

the crests became more curved^ less directlytransverse and

more closelyunited at their outer edges, while at the same time

the descending ridge from the anterior crest, so well shown in

some speciesof Hyrachyus, became still further developed,giv-ing
the characteristic double crescentoid pattern of the Rhino-ceros

molar. A worn molar of Hyrachyus shows the essential

unity of the two patterns very distinctly.
It is also possiblethat in this hypotheticalform the premolars

underwent preliminarychanges much as in Desmatotherium, but

from the uncertainty as to the exact form of these teeth in

Amynodon this cannot be stated definitely.In other respects
the features common to the three genera under discussion are

those possessed also by Hyrachyus, namely, (i)the presence
of canine and incisor teeth in both jaws ; (2) the extension of

the external wall of the last upper molar beyond the posterior
transverse crest ;"(3)the exposure of the perioticbone on the

surface of the skull ; (4)the sagittalcrest ; (5) the transverse

extension of the post-glenoidprocess ; (6)the wide separation
of the post-glenoidand post-tympanic processes ; (7)the absence

of a post-cotyloidprocess on the mandible ; (8) the absence of

any specialthickeningof the edge of the ascending mandibular

ramus.

All of these characters must be supposed to be present in our

hypotheticalgenus, and furthermore it almost certainlyhad four

digitsin the manus and three in the pes. From this point the two

lines diverge,the Amynodontidce passing to the Accrathcria of

the Miocene, and the other line,possibly through TriplopuSyto
the Hyracodonts of the same formation.

' See fourth paper of this Bulletin. ' See Cope, loc. cit.p. 234.
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Skull. The Amynodontidceretain many Lophiodont charac-ters,

deviatingmarkedly from the Rhinoceros type. Besides the

points of resemblance to Hyrachyus already mentioned there

remain other features of importance. The skull is long and

narrow ; the face is especiallylong as compared with that of

Aceratherium. In the latter the edge of the orbit is directly
over the middle of the first molar ; in Orthocynodon it is over

the middle of the second molar, a considerable difference at that

point. Altogetherthe face,as nearly as we can judge from our

specimen, forms very nearly half the length of the skull. The

posteriorpart of the cranium projectsproportionatelyfurther be-yond

the root of the zygomatic process, so that on the whole

the skull is both longer and narrower relativelythan in the

RhinoceridiB, The long and high sagittalcrest is another Lo-phiodont

feature that has been progressivelyobliterated as the

line approaches the more modern forms. In Aceratkerium the

crest is much shorter,the broad surface of the skull extendingwell
over the temporal fossae. In Aphclops the crest is still further

reduced, and through its entire lengthis divided into two ridges
by a narrow interveningspace. In the modern forms there is

no sagittalcrest at all,the whole upper surface of the head

being very broad.

Another progressivechange in the shape of the skull is seen

in the rise of the occipitaland parietalregionsabove the fron-tal.

In Orthocynodonthe upper line of the skull is not very far

from straight,the sagittalcrest curves slightlyupwards from the

level of the frontals,giving the cranium a shape very like that of

Hyrachyus, In Amynodon the shape is more like that of the

Tapir,while in Aceratherium there is a decided rise in the parie-tal
region ; a feature which is much plainerin Aphelops ând still

more so in Rhinocerus,

One of the most characteristic differences between the Lo-phiodont

and Rhinoceros types of skulls is the presence of the

perioticon the surface in the former, and its absence from the

surface in the latter. This bone is plainlyvisible in the side

wall of the skull of Orthocynodon; it is probably present also in

Amynodon. Prof. Cope * has also demonstrated its presence in

Hyracodon. In correspondencewith this arrangement we find

in these three genera that this portion of the skull is very like

that of HyrachyuSy being rather broad and triangular,while
in Aceratherium and more recent genera the disappearanceof
the perioticfrom the surface is accompanied by a narrowing of

this region into a mere ridge.
Another series of changes in the Rhinoceros skull is one em-phasized

by Prof. Cope in the pamphlet alreadyquoted ; namely,
the relations between the post-glenoidand post-tympanic pro-

' Loc. cit.
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cesses of the squamosal. In the Lophiodonts and Tapirs these

processes are widely separated,leaving the auditory meatus

open below ; a state of thingswhich we also find in the Eocene

Amynodo7ttid(B, In Aceratherium the two processes approach
each other,and in one of our specimens from Dakota are almost

in contact. In Aphelops they touch each other, and in Rhinoce-

rus they are co-ossified. Ceratorhinus and Atelodus^ which are

persistentMiocene genera, have the meatus stillopen. Hyraco-
don agrees with the other Miocene types in having these pro-cesses

widely separated.
Other progressivemodifications,as the change of the occipital

condyles from projectingto sessile,the conversion of the broad

and transverselydirected post-glenoidprocess into a styliform

shape,the appearance and increase of the post-cotyloidprocess,
the thickeningof the posterioredge of the ascending mandibu-lar

ramus, might be followed out in the same way, each one

graduallyleadingup to the modern forms, in all of which re-spects

Orthocynodonrepresents the firststage.
The Brain likewise indicates a continual advance, at least in

size. In Hyrachyus there was quitea largebrain. for an Eocene

mammal. The hemispheres were well developed and rounded,

though littleconvoluted (as far as can be judged from a cranial

cast);the olfactory lobes were large,and the cerebellum was

lodged in a very distinct fossa. Of the details of the brain in

Ortlwcynodon we know nothing,but judging from the general
shape of the cranium, it appears to have been somewhat longer
and narrower than in* the Lophiodonts. Compared with the

Eocene Rhinoceroses, Aceratherium had a much highertype of

brain. The hemispheres are much larger,both in proportion to

the skull and to the cerebellum ; they are well convoluted, broad,
rounded and somewhat depressed, and seem to have slightly
overlapped the cerebellum. The olfactorylobes are consider-ably

reduced in size. This brain is not unlike that of the mod-ern

species.
Dentition. In the dentition the steps of progressivemodi-fication

are very clearlyseen. In Orthocynodonthe only change
from the Lophiodonts, besides the transformation of the molar

teeth, is the enlargement of the lower canines and perhaps the

loss of one pair of lower incisors. In AmyTwdon the canines are

procumbent and compressed, and, ** taken in connection with the

rest of the anterior dentition, they prove conclusivelythat the

largelower teeth,usuallyregarded as incisors in AceratJierium

and many other members of the Rhinoceros family,are really
canines" (Marsh *). This view of the homologies of these teeth

is completelyconfirmed by their position in the Bridger genus,
which is like that of all the Eocene Tapiroids. Their compressed

t,

* Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, 3d sen, vol. xiv. p. 252.
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shape and procumbent positionin Amynodon give us the second

step towards the Rhinoceros form of dentition. The loss of op-position

consequent upon this procumbency of the lower teeth

must be regarded as the cause of the atrophy of the upper
canines. A similar process may be observed in the Tapir,where
the opposition of the slightlyprocumbent lower canine has

caused a great development of the upper lateral incisor. In

consequence of this arrangement the upper canine and lower

lateral incisor have both experienceda great reduction in size.

The increase in size of the upper incisor in Acexatherium and

the modem forms seems to be due to the oppositionof the

lower canines. In the Eocene forms this process had scarcely
begun, and so we see no especialmodifications of these teeth in

the AntynodontidcB,
The Skeleton. The clear indications of advancing differen-tiation

which are thus afforded by the skull,the brain and the

dentition may be further extended and confirmed by a study of

the skeleton.

In part this has alreadybeen done by Prof. Cope, but the

.

comparison may be somewhat further extended.

Of the skeleton of Orthocynodon we know nothing with cer-tainty,

but that of Aceratherium still retains many features of

its Lophiodont ancestry which are of much interest. Both this

form and itsUpper Eocene ^v^^^zt^s"or,Amynodon^ had four dig-its
in the manus and three in the pes. In the European speciesof

Aceratherium the fifth digitis extremely small and functionless,

evidentlyabout to disappear. The whole skeleton in this genus
is lighter,smaller and less specializedthan in any of the livinggen-era.

The neck is longerand less massive ; the axis has a particu-larly
long centrum, its neural spine is lighter,in correspondence

with the less massive head, and, as in the Lophiodonts, the

spine is produced more backwards than forwards. Vertebrae

of the other regions bear out the same conclusion. The limbs

show similar relations,the bones being more slender and without

that -greatdevelopment of the various processes which gives the

bones of modern Rhinoceroses their characteristic appearance.
The humerus and fore-arm bones are much stouter than in

Hyrachyus, much more slender than in livingforms. The car-pus

was expanded laterally,but was of a less antero-posterior
diameter than in the Rhinoceros.

The metapodial bones of the Eocene Tapiroids are of two

types: those of the Chalicotheridce d^vt short and stout, while the

LophiodontidcBhave them long and slender." Aceratherium has

these bones of the Lophiodont type, but they have become

much heavier,and yet not so stout as in Aphelopsy Ceratorhinus

or Rhinocerus, There is less difference in size between the me-dian

and lateral metapodialsthan in these genera, and as a whole

.the foot is rather long and narrow. The astragalusof Accra-
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therium is characteristicallyRhinoceros-like,but it has a some-what

longerneck and a smaller facet for the cuboid.

As a whole, then, the skeleton of Aceratherium may be said

to be intermediate between that of the Lophiodonts and that of

the Rhinoceroses, though plainlywith closer affinities to the

latter.

It seems, therefore, that the derivation of the Rhinoceros line

from Lophiodont forms, as firstsuggested by Prof. Marsh, may
be regarded as established ; and further,that,according to all

present evidence, the group originatedin North America. The

earliest known European members of the series are the Mio-cene

speciesof Acerat/terium, which seem to have migrated from

America, and there to have given rise to the horned genera.

The only horned Rhinoceroses which have so far been found in

America belong to the peculiargenus Diceratherium. It is pos-sible

that the genus Aphelops also migrated to the Old World,
and was there ancestral to the horned types ; but the evidence so

far obtained goes rather to show that Aphelops was not in this

line,but that the loss of the fifth digitof the manus took place
independentlyin Europe and America, occurring in the former

continent simultaneouslywith the development of dermal horns,
and so giving rise to the genus Ceratorhinus. This genus has

the auditory meatus open below, and has a type of molar teeth

but little more complex than those of Aceratherium,

From Ceratorhimis were probably derived, as suggested by
Prof. Cope, the two other livinggenera, Rhinocerus and A tela-

dus: the former by the closure and co-ossification of the audi-tory

meatus and the development of a more complex type of

molars ; the latter by the loss of all canines and incisors. It

seems likelythat the development of the second horn in Cera-

torhinus took place subsequent to the branching off of the

genus Rhinocerus,

Atelodus appeared in the Upper Miocene of Greece, whence so

much of the fauna of modern Africa was derived. Rhinocerus

appears for the first time in the Upper Miocene of India, and

stillpersiststhere. Prof. Cope * has described a new genus of

Loup Fork hornless Rhinoceroses, which he calls Peraceras, and

which he regardsas the ancestral type of the African Atelodus,

But it seems to us that his former view, quoted above, is the

more probable one. Peraceras resembles Atelodus in the ab-sence

of all canines and incisors,but it was hornless and had the

post-glenoidand post-tympanicprocesses in contact though not

co-ossified. Then contemporary with, or perhaps even anterior

to, this hornless form was the A, pachygnathus of Greece with

both horns already developed.

" Am. Naturalist, 1880, p. 540.
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post-glenoidprocess, the exposure of the perloticon the sur-face

of the skull,and the absence of any post-cotyloidprocess,
as well as the shape of the mandible and the presence of a full

set of canine and incisor teeth in both jaws, are all very strong
evidences of the Lophiodont ancestry. While the molars and

premolars are of the same pattern, the construction of the up"

per molars, and especiallyof the last one, reminds one strongly
of the Eocene progenitors. Even the accessory ridge,which in

Hyracodon projectsfrom the outer wall of the tooth into the

median valley,may be seen in some speciesof Hyrachyus.
When we come to examine the skeleton of the trunk and

limbs we find that here the Rhinoceros characteristics are less

distinct than in the skull and dentition,while the Lophiodont
affinities are very clearlyobservable,and in addition there are

a number of peculiaritiesnot to be met with in either of the

groups mentioned.

The neck is very slender and elongate; the cervical vertebrae

are stronglyopisthocoelous,and those behind the axis have broad

flat zygapophyses without neural spines. The transverse pro-cesses

were perforated. The lengthand flexibilityof the neck

is one of the strongest contrasts between Hyracodon and the

Rhinoceroses ; it is even considerablylonger than in Hyrachyus.
The thoracic vertebrae are also opisthocoelous,with deep,
rounded, rib facets, and long, light and compressed neural

spines. There is a lightnessof structure about them very dif-ferent

from the heavy, solid vertebrae of the Rhinoceroses, and

more like those of the Lophiodonts. The lumbar vertebrae

seem to have been six or seven in number. The anterior ones

are compressed and the posteriordepressed ; the spines are

short and rather light. The sacrum is not unlike that of the

Rhinoceros, with very depressed centra. As in this form, there

is a facet on the transverse process of the firstsacral for a corre-sponding

one on that of the last lumbar. None of the caudal

vertebrae are preserved. -

The limbs of Hyracodon show even more strikingdivergences
from the Rhinoceros type than does the trunk. One is imme-diately

impressed with their lightnessand length. The humerus

is much like the corresponding bone in the Tapir and Hyra-
chyus,but of lighterconstruction ; the head is very flat,about
the same shape as in the Rhinocefos ; the tuberosities are large
and enclose a deep bicipitalgroove betwen them ; but neither

they nor the deltoid ridge are developed to anything like the

extent that is seen in the Rhinoceroses. The shaft is slender,
the trochlea rather narrow, and the condyles insignificant.The

proximal end of the radius covers the entire width and most of

the thickness of the trochlea,the ulna bearingvery littleof the

weight. The shaft of the radius is slender,compressed and

curved; its lower end is expanded for the reception of the
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scaphoid and lunar ; but these faces are very small and narrow

as compared with the same in Hyrachyus. The shaft of the

ulna is very slightand is closelyapplied to the radius,though
not co-ossified with it ; its distal end is very narrow and articu-lates

with the cuneiform only.
The manus as a whole is strikinglylong and narrow, the car-pus

being especiallycontracted in width. Compared with the

carpus of Hyrachyus the bones of the proximal row are all much

narrower and verticallyelongated. In the distal row the mag-num
is proportionatelya much larger bone, followingthe rela-tive

increase of the middle digit,while the unciform has become

very much smaller owing to the loss of the fifth digit,and the

great reduction in size of the fourth. In like manner the trape-zoid
is much narrower, owing to the reduction of the second

metacarpal. A trapezium was also present, but does not seem

to have reached the scaphoid. As Prof. Marsh has shown, all

the feet are tridactyle. The metacarpals are very elongate,
and the third one is proportionatelybetter developed than in

Hyrachyus, but has very much the same shape as in that genus ;

the second and fourth metacarpals are very slender; they lie

somewhat behind the third and are closely applied to it

throughout their entire length,giving a very narrow and com-pact

foot. The second metacarpal touches the magnum by a

very small facet indeed, and differs in this respect very markedly
from Hyrachyus, the Tapir,Acer at her turn and the Rhinoceros.

This state of thingsis also seen in the carpus ol Anchitherium^
and indeed the manus as a whole is not very unlike that of the

American species of Anchitheruwi, in which the lateral meta-carpals

are less reduced in size than in the European species.
The phalanges of Hyracodon are long and narrow, the ungual
phalanges being especially so. They are not at all like the

broad, flatungualsof Hyrachyus, but are narrow and pointed^
somewhat like those of an antelope in general shape. The

median unguals are missing from our specimens ; probably
they were broader than the lateral ones.

In the hind limb we find a similar series of modifications. As

far as can be judged from our specimens, the pelviswas much

like that of Hyrachyus, with the ilia less expanded than in the

Tapir or Rhinoceros. The former is very much like that of

Hyrachyus, but a littlestouter; it is a long,slender bone, much

lighterin construction than that of the Tapir or Rhinoceros ;

the head is set on a more decided neck and is more nearlyspheri-cal
than in these forms. All three trochanters are well shown,

but they have not the massiveness of these processes in Rhino-ceroses.

The construction of the trochlea and condyles is like

that in Hyrachyus, The tibia is quitelike that of the last-named

genus, but a little stouter, though much more slender than in

the Rhinoceros, Tapir or Aceratherium, The spine and cne-
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mial crest are much less marked than in the three last-named

genera, but heavier than in Hyrachyus,
The pes is narrow and compact like the manus. The astrag-alus

is very like that of Hyrachyus^ but narrower and with a

shorter neck. The cuboid facet is very small,a strikingcontrast
to the Rhinoceros type of astragalus,and a resemblance to the

Lophiodont and Anchitheriuni types. The calcaneum is a little

stouter and heavier than in Hyrachyus, The cuneiforms were

all free. The metatarsals are very similar to the metacarpals,
the median one being flat and straight,as well as slender and

elongate; the two lateral ones are much reduced in thickness,
and lie somewhat posteriorto the plane of the median.

It will be evident from the foregoing description that Hyrac-
odon was a very different animal from any other member of the

Rhinoceros series,being a lightlybuilt,slender,running animal.

In short, it was a cursorial Rhinoceros, and all its modifications

went towards adapting it to swift locomotion, as is seen in the

long neck, the delicate limbs and the elongated, narrow feet.

The reduction of the lateral metapodials indicates that the ani-mal

was not an inhabitant of marshes and jungles,and, as it was

entirelydevoid of weapons of defence, its only means of escape
from its enemies lay in flight.One can hardly help believing
that, had this line persisted,it would have resulted in a unidigi-
tal type, just as the tridactyleAnchitherium of the Miocene

has terminated in the Horse.

As yet we do not know of any forms intermediate between

Hyracodon and Hyrachyus, Possibly such a form may be found

in the genus Triplopus(Cope). This animal resembled Hyrac-hyus
in its dentition and skeleton, except that it had only three

digitsin the manus. But we have seen reason to believe that

there was a common ancestral form for the three Rhinoceros

lines,which had four digitsin the manus and molar teeth of the

Rhinoceros pattern. This reduction of the fifth digit can of

itself hardlybe regarded as any sign of direct relationship,as we

find it takingplace independentlyin so many different groups.
We do not, therefore,regard it as probable that Trip/opusstood
in any direct genetic relation to Hyracodon,

THE DICERATHERIUM SERIES.

The third line of the Rhinoceros series consists of the very

peculiarand interestinggenera, Colonoceras and Diccratherium,
of Prof. Marsh. The former differs from Hyrachyus only in the

possession of a pair of rudimentary horn-cores placed trans-versely

on the nasal bones ; the latter is a large Rhinoceros with

a pair of transverselyplaced nasal horns. It is very difficult to

believe that this line,comprising the only horned Rhinoceros

yet found in America, arose and acquired all the Rhinoceros



characters of dentition and skeleton entirelyindependently of

the line which passed through Amynodon and Aceratheriuni* It

is possible that Orthocynodon may belong in this two-horned

series rather than in the other ; a supposition which finds sup-port

in the character of the molar teeth, which are closelyalike
in the two genera. But until the nasal bones of the Eocene

genus are found this point must be left in doubt. Two other

suppositions are possible with regard to this question :

(i) That Colonoceras is the ancestor of all the Rhinoceros

lines,the nasal horns persistingonly in the Diceratherium series

and becoming atrophied in the others.

(2) That the transverselyplaced nasal horns arose indepen-dently
in Diceratherium and Colonoceras. Of these two explana-tions

the former seems the more probable, yet we cannot decide

between them until further material is obtained. But if we are

shut up to the alternative between the second explanation and

the entirelyindependent origin of the hornless and transversely
horned series,it must be admitted that it is far more probable
that horns arose independently in Colonoceras and Diceratherium

than that the latter should have acquired the characteristics of

the Rhinoceros skull,skeleton and dentition, without any con-nection

with the other series to which its structure closelyallies
it. At all events, the Diceratheriiwt line seems to have diverged
from the main stock before the appearance of the hornless -^wj-
nodon.

It is to be hoped that future discoveries will clear up these

obscure problems, a solution of which the materials at present
known will not enable us to offer.

The table on the following page will perhaps serve to make our

views on the inter-relations of these various groups somewhat

more intelligible.In several respects it will be found to agree
with that already published by Prof. Cope.

In conclusion a few words as to the generic names that have

been repeatedly used in this paper. Subsequent discoveries

have made it necessary to revise Prof. Cope's excellent table * of

the genera of this group, some of which must be suppressed
and some new ones are to be added.

Mr. Lydekker' has shown that the genus Zalabis (Cope) was

established on a misunderstanding and must be dropped, but we

cannot agree with this author in \xx)\\\xi^Aceratheriuni and Aphe-
lops. The fact that the number of toes cannot always be ascer-tained

is certainlyno reason for this union ; any such system
would at once throw scientific nomenclature into the direst con-fusion.

Mr. Lydekker also concludes from plastercasts that the

auditory meatus is closed below in Aceratheriuni. The figures

' Amer. Nat., 1879. p. 771.
" Palseontologia Indica, ser. x. vol. ii.
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{Names in italicsarc those of genera still living.)

of Gaudry, Pictet and De Blainville show the meatus open, as

is certainlythe case in all the American species.
We also think it better to preserve the generic names that

have been given to the three livingtypes of Rhinoceroses, as it

seems to us that their differences entitle them to such separa-tion.

The writers wish to express their indebtedness to Curator

Franklin C. Hill, for his valuable assistance in the preparingand

mounting of the fossils described in this and the followingpapers.
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